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ABSTRACT:

OpenStreetMap (OSM) can supply useful information to improve land use/land cover (LULC) mapping. A dictionary is needed to convert each OSM tag into a LULC class. However, such a dictionary was mostly created subjectively or with only one pair of OSM and reference datasets. As a result, the existing dictionaries may not be applicable to other study areas. This study designed four measures: sample count, average area percentage, sample ratio and average maximum percentage; and used multiple pair of OSM and reference datasets to create a dictionary. 50 pan-European metropolitans were involved for testing and 1409 different OSM tags were found. We further found that: (1) Only a small proportion of OSM tags play a decisive role for LULC mapping. (2) An OSM tag may correspond to multiple different LULC classes, but the issue that which and how different LULC classes correspond to each OSM tag can be determined. Moreover, not only the proposed dictionary is useful for various applications, e.g., producing LULC maps and assessing the quality of an OSM dataset, but also the approach can be applicable to different study areas and/or LULC datasets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Land use (LU) and land cover (LC) refers to the classification of human activities and natural elements on the surface of the earth. LU refers to how people use the land, e.g., residential and commercial are common LU types. LC refers to how much a region is covered by natural features, e.g., forests, agriculture, artificial surfaces and bodies of water. Mapping land use/land cover (LULC) has been widely applied to natural resource management (Liang, 2017; Chen et al. 2019), LULC change modelling (Rimal et al. 2018; Verburg et al. 2019), urban and transportation planning (Cai et al. 2019; Long et al. 2022), and urban sprawls monitoring (Zeng et al. 2015; Xia et al. 2020).

Various data sources have been used for LULC mapping. The technology of remote sensing may be the most useful one (Chen et al. 2015), because it has benefits in detecting physical objects (e.g., roads, buildings and rivers) on the surface of the earth. However, median- and low-resolution remote sensing data are only useful for mapping LC rather than LU, because various LU types (e.g., residential, commercial and industrial lands) can hardly be sensed from the data (Fritz et al. 2017). Although high-resolution remote sensing data are useful for LU mapping, it is still expensive to purchase the data. As an alternative, various geographic data edited or provided by volunteers, called volunteered geographic information or VGI (Goodchild 2007), has also been used for LULC mapping. OpenStreetMap (OSM), as one of the most successful VGI projects in the world, has recently received increasing attention. The advantage of using OSM data includes: firstly, the data are freely available; secondly, they cover almost all the countries or regions in the world; and thirdly, the data are being updated on a minute by minute basis. Although many concerns have paid attention to the quality of OSM data (Haklay 2010; Zhou 2018; Zhang et al. 2022), existing studies have verified that an OSM-based LULC dataset can have a substantial classification accuracy compared with a corresponding reference dataset. For instance, Estima and Painho (2015) investigated the potential of using OSM data for LULC production, of which the OA was 76.7%. Arsanjani and Vaz (2015) assessed the OA of using OSM data for LU classification in seven European metropolitans, and they found that six out of the seven metropolitans had an OA higher than 75%. Dorn et al. (2015) reported a substantial agreement (kappa coefficient=0.61) between OSM and reference datasets. Moreover, OSM data can be combined with other data sources (e.g. remote sensing, POI, street view images) for LULC mapping (Johnson and Iizuka 2016; Liu and Long 2016; Schultz et al. 2017; Srivastava et al. 2018).

Commonly, OSM data consist of the three map elements, e.g., nodes, ways and relations. Nodes are used to describe point features; ways are used to describe linear features and area boundaries; and relations are used to explain how different map elements work together (e.g., an island is in a lake). In addition, tags are used to describe specific features of map elements. Each tag consists of two items, i.e., a key and a value. There is a need to convert the value of an OSM tag into an LULC class. This is because: in an OSM dataset, there are hundreds of different OSM tags or values; but in a reference dataset, there are much fewer LULC classes. Thus, it is needed to create an OSM-LULC dictionary, in order to establish the correspondence between each pair of OSM tag (denoted as the value of an OSM tag) and LULC class. However, such a dictionary was subjectively established in most studies (Estima and Painho 2015; Dorn et al. 2015; Fonte and Martinho 2017). Although Zhou et al. (2019) proposed an automated approach, they only used one pair of OSM and reference datasets for creating an OSM-LULC dictionary. As a result, the created dictionary based on one study area may not always be applicable to others. This is because that the number of different OSM tags varies in different study areas. For instance, it has been reported by Zhou et al. (2019) that the number of different OSM tags was 481 for London, but this number was only 178 for Sheffield. Moreover, an OSM tag may correspond to different LULC classes within a study area and the most
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The tenet of our approach is to use multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets for creating an OSM-LULC dictionary. For each dataset, the most appropriate LULC class for each OSM tag was first determined. Then, an OSM-LULC dictionary was created by calculating four measures (i.e., sample count, average area percentage, sample ratio and average maximum percentage) and based on multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets.

This study has three main contributions. Firstly, an approach to creating an OSM-LULC dictionary based on multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets is proposed. This approach can also be applicable to different study areas. Secondly, an OSM-LULC dictionary is created based on 50 different pan-European metropolitians, and it includes 1409 different OSM tags. This dictionary may be used for the determination of an appropriate LULC class for these OSM tags in a different study area. Thirdly, from an analysis of the created dictionary, we found that a small proportion of OSM tags play a decisive role for LULC mapping. Moreover, the issue that which and how different LULC classes correspond to each OSM tag can be determined. These findings may be useful for not only producing LULC maps, but also obtaining training and/or validation samples.

This study is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the approach to creating an OSM-LULC dictionary; section 3 presents study area and data, and also experimental steps; section 4 reports an experimental analysis of the created dictionary; sections 5 highlights various applications of this dictionary; section 6 discusses the limitations of this study and future work; and section 7 is the conclusion.

2. APPROACH TO CREATING AN OSM-LULC DICTIONARY

The tenet of our approach is to use multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets for creating an OSM-LULC dictionary. In each pair of datasets, an OSM tag may correspond to different LULC classes, it is therefore necessary to determine which is the most appropriate LULC class for each OSM tag. As existing studies have reported that a substantial OA can be achieved comparing between OSM and reference datasets (Arsanjani et al. 2013; Estima and Painho 2015; Arsanjani and Vaz 2015; Zhou et al. 2019), we assumed that most OSM tags have been tagged by volunteers correctly. Following this assumption, the way to determine the most appropriate LULC class for each OSM tag includes two steps. Firstly, all objects of an OSM tag are intersected with those of different LULC classes, respectively. After that, the LULC class with the maximum intersecting area is viewed as the most appropriate one for this OSM tag. As an example, Figure 1 shows three pairs of schematic OSM and reference datasets. In the first pair of datasets (I), there are three objects tagged with ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ in the OSM dataset (Figure 1a) and three objects tagged with the LULC classes ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ in the reference dataset (Figure 1b). According to our approach, the OSM tag ‘a’ should correspond to the LULC class ‘A’ (Figure 1c) because their intersecting area is the maximum (40%). Similarly, the OSM tags ‘b’ and ‘c’ should correspond to the LULC classes ‘B’ and ‘C’, respectively.

Theoretically, it is feasible to use only one pair of OSM and reference datasets for creating the OSM-LULC dictionary. But, we considered multiple pairs of datasets for two reasons. On the one hand, the most appropriate LULC class for each OSM tag may vary in different datasets. For instance, the most appropriate LULC class for the OSM tag ‘a’ is ‘A’ in the dataset I (Figure 1a-c), but the most appropriate LULC class for this tag is ‘C’ in the dataset II (Figure 1d-f). On the other hand, the number of different OSM tags may also vary in different datasets. For instance, in both the datasets I and II, the three OSM tags are ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’. But in the dataset III, the three OSM tags are ‘a’, ‘c’ and ‘d’. Commonly, the number of different OSM tags may be positively correlated with the number of datasets analyzed. Furthermore, the three pairs of OSM and reference datasets (in Figure 1) are used to illustrate how to create an OSM-LULC dictionary. As there are three pairs of datasets, the total number of samples or datasets is three (denoted as Total samples=3).

Four attributes and four measures are designed to describe an OSM-LULC dictionary (Table 1). They are: Tag ID, Tag Name, Class ID and Class Name in terms of attributes; and Sample Count, Average Area Percentage, Sample Ratio and Average Maximum Percentage in terms of measures. First of all, the four attributes are introduced as follows.

1) Tag ID: denotes the ID of an OSM tag. In Table 1, there are a total of four different OSM tags (‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’). Thus, the Tag ID begins from ‘1’ to ‘4’. Each OSM tag has a unique Tag ID.

2) Tag name: denotes the name of an OSM tag. In Table 1, the four OSM tags are named as ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’, respectively.

3) Class ID: denotes the ID of an LULC class. In Table 1, there are a total of three different LULC classes (‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’). Thus, the Class ID begins from ‘1’ to ‘3’. Each LULC class has n unique Class ID.

4) Class name: denotes the name of an LULC class. In Table 1, the three LULC classes are named as ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’, respectively. The above four attributes are used to describe the ID and Name of an OSM tag or LULC class. The below four measures are used to describe the area and count characteristics of an OSM tag and/or its correspondence with each LULC class.

5) Sample count (SC): denotes how frequent an OSM tag ‘t’ is appeared in different study areas or datasets (denoted as SC(t)). As an example, the SC for the OSM tag ‘a’ is 3 because the OSM tag ‘a’ was appeared in all the three datasets (I, II and III). A large SC indicates that an OSM tag is common among different study areas or datasets.
Average area percentage (AAP): denotes the average of the area percentages of an OSM tag \( \tau \) in multiple different OSM datasets (denoted as \( AAP(\tau) \)).

\[
AAP(\tau) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} AP(\tau,i)}{SC(\tau)}
\]

Where, \( AP(\tau,i) \) denotes the area percentage (AP) of an OSM tag \( \tau \) in the \( i \) OSM dataset. In Figure 1, the AP for the OSM tag \( \tau' \) is 25%, 30% and 20% respectively in the datasets I, II and III. Thus, the average of these area percentages (AAP) is 25% = (25%+30%+20%)/3. A large AAP indicates that the AP for an OSM tag is relatively high in an OSM dataset.

Sample ratio (SR): denotes the percentage of study areas or datasets that an OSM tag \( \tau \) corresponds to an LULC class \( \tau' \) (denoted as \( SR(\tau,\tau') \)).

\[
SR(\tau,\tau') = \frac{SC(\tau')}{SC(\tau)}
\]

Where, \( SR(\tau,\tau') \) denotes the number of study areas or datasets that an OSM tag \( \tau \) corresponds to an LULC class \( \tau' \). In Figure 1, the OSM tag \( \tau' \) corresponds to the LULC class 'A' in both the datasets I and III (Figure 1c and 1i), but the OSM tag \( \tau ' \) corresponds to the class 'C' in the dataset II. Thus, the SR is approximately 67% (2/3) for the pair of OSM tag \( \tau ' \) and LULC class 'A'; and 33% (1/3) for the pair of OSM tag \( \tau ' \) and LULC class 'C'. A relatively large SR indicates that an OSM tag corresponds to an LULC class in most cases.

Average maximum percentage (AMP): Within a pair of OSM and reference datasets, the objects for an OSM tag may intersect with those for multiple LULC classes. For each OSM tag, there is at least one pair of OSM tag and LULC class, whose objects are intersected with the maximum area. The maximum percentage (denoted as \( MP(\tau,c) \)) denotes the ratio of the maximum area for a pair of OSM tag \( \tau \) and LULC class \( c \) to the total area for the OSM tag \( \tau \). The AMP \( (\tau,c) \) denotes the average of all the \( MP(\tau,c) \) in different study areas or datasets.

\[
AMP(\tau,c) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} MP(\tau,c,i)}{SC(\tau,c)}
\]

In Figure 1, the OSM tag \( \tau ' \) corresponds to the LULC class 'A' in both the datasets I and III. In the dataset I, the \( MP(\tau,'A') \) is 80%/40%/50% (Figure 1a and 1b); and in the dataset III, the \( MP(\tau,'A') \) is 100%/40%/40% (Figure 1g and 1h). Thus, the \( AMP(\tau,'A') \) is 90%/80%/100%/2. A large AMP indicates that within a pair of OSM and reference datasets, an OSM tag is highly consistent with the most appropriate LULC class.

### 3. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

#### 3.1 Study area and data

A total of 50 metropolitans in pan-European region were chosen as study areas (Figure 2). First of all, such a large number of samples were chosen, in order to minimize the subjective of only using a few study areas to create the OSM-LULC dictionary. Then, all the reference datasets for these 50 metropolitans were freely available, and they are required for creating an OSM-LULC dictionary. More important, multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets were involved for investigating: Which OSM tags are more common or have relatively larger land areas? And which is/are the most appropriate LULC class(es) corresponded to each OSM tag? To be specific, two categories of datasets were required for creating an OSM-LULC dictionary.

- **Category I: OSM datasets of the 50 metropolitans.** These datasets were acquired from Geofabrik’s free download server: http://download.geofabrik.de/index.html (accessed in June 2020). This server provided not only a list of countries for users to freely download OSM data of interest, but also standard data formats (shapefiles) to analyze OSM data in the GIS (Geographic Information System) software.
- **Category II: Corresponding reference datasets of the 50 metropolitans.** These datasets (called urban atlas or UA) were produced by European Environment Agency in 2012 and were freely available from the website https://land.copernicus.eu/local/urban-atlas/urban-atlas-2012/# (accessed in June 2020).

![Figure 2. Locations of the 50 pan-European metropolitan.](https://example.com/image2.png)
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section reports an analysis of the created OSM-LULC dictionary based on the four measures, i.e., SC, AAP, SR and AMP. The first two measures (SC and AAP) were used to investigate which OSM tags are common and/or have a relatively large land area. The other two measures (SR and AMP) were used to investigate whether and which different LULC classes correspond to each OSM tag.

4.1 Analysis of SC and AAP

A total of 1409 different OSM tags were found based on analyzing the 50 metropolitans. These OSM tags were ranked according to SC (Figure 3a) and AAP (Figure 3b), respectively.

The ranking of the SC in Figure 3a approximately follows a long-tail distribution. That is, for most OSM tags, there was a relatively small SC value (e.g., <5). More precisely, for 1,000 of the 1,409 OSM tags, each was found in at most five different metropolitans (comparing with 50 metropolitans in total). In contrast, for less than 300 OSM tags, each was found in more than ten metropolitans. This indicates that a small proportion of OSM tags are common. In addition, for more than 800 OSM tags, the SC value is equal to one because these OSM tags can only be found in one metropolitan.

The ranking of the AAP in Figure 3b also follows a long-tail distribution. Only 37 of the 1409 OSM tags were plotted, in order to show their tag names. These OSM tags (37) all had a relatively large percentage of land areas (>0.1%). More precisely, the OSM tag forest has the maximum value (AAP=33%). But, for the fifth largest OSM tag christian, the AAP value is smaller than 5%; and for the 15th largest OSM tag park, this value is smaller than 1%. This illustrates that most OSM tags had a small percentage of land areas.

4.2 Analysis of SR and AMP

The OSM-LULC dictionary created based on the 50 metropolitans is listed in Table 2. Due to the limited space, only 20 of the 1409 OSM tags were listed, and they were also ranked on the top in terms of the AAP. It can be seen in Table 2 that:

1. Most OSM tags can correspond to multiple different most appropriate LULC classes. For instance, the OSM tag forest can correspond to two LULC classes, i.e., Forests and Herbaceous vegetation associations; and the OSM tag nature_reserve can correspond to seven LULC classes, i.e., Arable land, Artificial non-agricultural vegetated areas, Forests, Herbaceous vegetation associations, Pastures, Water and Wetland.

2. The SR varies with different pairs of OSM tag and LULC class. For instance, the SR is 96% for the pair of the OSM tag forest and the LULC class Forests. This means that the OSM tag forest was found corresponding to the LULC class Forests in 48 of the 50 metropolitans. However, for the pair of the OSM tag nature_reserve and different LULC classes, the maximum SR value is much lower (64%). It indicates that this OSM tag might correspond to different most appropriate LULC classes in different metropolitans.

3. The AMP also varies with different pairs of OSM tag and LULC class. For instance, the AMP for the pair of the OSM tag forest and the LULC class Forests is 81%, which is also higher than that (60%) for the pair of the OSM tag nature_reserve and the LULC class Forests. This indicates that the consistency for the former pair is much higher than that for the latter one.

Moreover, the reasons for why an OSM tag may correspond to multiple different LULC classes were also investigated. As an example, Figure 4 shows some typical pairs of OSM tag and LULC class for the analysis, and the corresponding images in Google Earth were also given out as references.
### Table 2. The OSM-LULC dictionary created according to 14 different LULC classes (Total samples=50).

| Tag ID | Layer | Tag Name            | SC | ARP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) | SR (%) | AMP (%) |
|--------|-------|---------------------|----|----------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|--------|---------|
(1) Some OSM tags may have multiple meanings. For instance, the OSM tag `nature_reserve` was described in OpenStreetMap Wiki as “a protected area of importance for wildlife, fauna or features of geological or other special interest” (https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Tag:leisure%3Dnature_reserve, accessed in June 2020), this OSM tag may corresponding to the LULC class `Forests` for a forests and protected area (Figure 4a); and it may also correspond to the class `Water` for a protected area of the lake (Figure 4b). Thus, for the OSM tag `nature_reserve`, the most appropriate LULC class depends on the category of a protected area.

(2) Some regions have been mapped by OSM volunteers with much more details than they presented in the reference dataset. As an example, the OSM tag `grass` mostly corresponded to the LULC class `Industrial, commercial, public, military, private and transport units`, because there was plenty of grass in the airport (Figure 4c). As another example, in Figure 4d, the OSM tag `tourist_info` corresponded to the LULC class `Forests` because an OSM object tagged as `tourist_info` was found inside the forest.

(3) Some OSM objects may also be incorrectly tagged by volunteers. As an example, the OSM tag `meadow` was sometimes found to correspond to the LULC class `Forests`. But in the corresponding image (Figure 4e), the OSM object was mostly covered with forest rather than meadow. That means this OSM object may be incorrectly tagged by volunteers. As another example, the OSM tag `tourist_info` was sometimes found to correspond to the LULC class `Arable land` (Figure 4f). However, this OSM tag was described in OpenStreetMap Wiki as “an information source for tourists, travellers and visitors, e.g., tourist information centres and offices” (https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Tag:tourism%3DInformation, accessed in June 2020). Thus, the example in Figure 4f may also be an incorrect tag.

5. APPLICATIONS

This study proposed an approach to creating an OSM-LULC dictionary and involved 50 pairs of OSM and reference datasets in pan-European metropolitans for the analysis. There are multiple applications of this dictionary.

5.1 LULC mapping

First of all, the dictionary can be used for producing an OSM-based LULC map, for which application it is needed to first establish the correspondence between each pair of OSM tag and LULC class. As an example, ten additional pan-European metropolitans were used for LULC mapping and validation, and the main steps are listed as follows.

Firstly, different OSM tags were picked up for LULC mapping. More precisely, three different scenarios were considered, in order to investigate: 1) Is it possible to use a few OSM tags (e.g. whose AAP>0.1%) for LULC mapping rather than all (commonly there are 100 or more OSM tags in a metropolitan)? 2) Can the performance of an LULC map be improved if only using OSM tags with relatively larger SR and AMP? For each metropolitan, the following three scenarios were considered for picking up OSM tags.

- Scenario I: All the OSM tags that can be found in the dictionary (with 14 LULC classes) were picked up.
- Scenario II: All the OSM tags that can be found in the dictionary (with 14 LULC classes) and whose AAP is larger than 0.1% were picked up.
- Scenario III: All the OSM tags that can be found in the dictionary (with 14 LULC classes) and whose AAP, SR and AMP are respectively larger than 0.1%, 70% and 70% were picked up. Secondly, determine the most appropriate LULC class for each selected OSM tag. That is, for each selected OSM tag, the LULC class with the maximum SR is determined as the most appropriate one.

Thirdly, rank all the classes from top to bottom according to their average land areas from small to large, and then merge all these classes into an LULC map. The purpose of this step was to avoid overlaps among classes and also to produce a detailed LULC map.

Fourthly, Compare the produced LULC map with the corresponding reference dataset and assess this map with two quality measures: overall accuracy (OA) and completeness. The OA denotes that in an LULC map, how many land areas have been correctly classified; and the completeness denotes that in a metropolitan, how many land areas have been covered with an LULC class (Arsanjani and Vaz 2015).

The experimental results are reported in Table 3. It can be seen from this table that both the OA and completeness are almost the same for the scenarios I and II, which verifies that it is feasible to use only a few OSM tags (e.g., AAP>0.1%) for LULC mapping. Moreover, all the OAs for the scenario III are larger than those for the scenarios I and II, which verifies that the performance of an LULC map can be improved by picking up OSM tags with relatively higher SR and AMP. Despite the advantage, it should be noted that all the completeness values for the scenario III are much lower because fewer OSM tags were involved for LULC mapping. Thus, in a practical application, we suggest to use the maximum SR to determine an appropriate LULC class for each OSM tag, while both the corresponding SR and AMP are relatively high (e.g., >70%). But, it may be better to consider multiple different LULC classes, while either the SR or AMP is relatively low. In this case, the most appropriate LULC class may be manually determined by referring to the images in Google Earth. Nevertheless, the dictionary provides an understanding of that: 1) which OSM tags can correspond to multiple different LULC classes and 2) which LULC class(es) is/are corresponded to each OSM tag.

5.2 Quality assessment

Last but not least, the dictionary may also be used for the quality assessment of an OSM dataset. This is because potentially incorrect tags may be detected using this dictionary (Figure 4e and 4f). The tenet of the approach for the quality assessment is to refer to the SR and/or AMP with a relatively low value. A low SR indicates that a pair of OSM tag and LULC class is not common. As an example, only in one of the 50 metropolitans (SR=2.0%), the OSM tag `meadow` corresponded to the LULC class `Forests`; But in 30 metropolitans (SR=60%), the OSM tag `meadow` corresponded to the LULC class `Pastures`, which was semantically a more reasonable pair. More important, a low AMP indicates a low consistency between a pair of OSM tag and LULC class. As another example, the AMP for the pair of the OSM tag `meadow` and the LULC class `Forests` was only 29.7% (Table 2), which illustrates that the intersecting area (or consistency) for this pair is rather low.

Furthermore, Figure 5 shows several typical OSM tags and their most appropriate LULC classes for the study area of London. These OSM tags were picked up because their AMP values are not higher than 60% in the dictionary (Table 2), even while their corresponding SR values reach to the maximum. In this figure, each object was divided into one of two cases:

- Case I: the OSM tag for this object was reclassified into its most appropriate LULC class (highlighted in blue);
- Case II: the OSM tag for this object was reclassified into other LULC classes (highlighted in red).
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We can see from Figure 5 that: for each OSM tag, a number of objects were not reclassified consistently as their most appropriate LULC classes. This indicates that it is feasible to use our dictionary for picking up OSM tags with potential inconsistent errors.

![Figure 5](https://example.com/figure5.png)

**Figure 5.** Detecting inconsistent errors for several OSM tags.

### 6. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

Despite the above applications, there are several limitations of this study.

Firstly, as the most appropriate LULC class may vary with different study areas, it may not be possible to automatically determine the most appropriate LULC class for all OSM tags, while using our dictionary for LULC mapping. This is especially the case for some OSM tags whose SR values are relatively low (e.g., <60% or 70%). As an alternative, it is possible to use this dictionary to pick up candidate LULC classes for each OSM tag and then determine the most appropriate one by referring to other data sources (e.g., images in Google Earth).

Secondly, it is useful to detect potential inconsistent errors with our dictionary (Section 5.2). But it is hard to precisely determine which object(s) has/have been tagged by volunteers incorrectly, especially if a corresponding LULC reference dataset is not available. As an alternative, other data sources (e.g., images in Google Earth) may also be referred to for the analysis.

Last but not least, the OSM-LULC dictionary may vary in involving different metropolitan areas for the analysis, and it may also vary in involving different LULC classes for the analysis. In this study, 50 different pan-European metropolitan areas were chosen as study areas to create an LULC dictionary in order to minimize the subjective of using only a few study areas. Thus, the created dictionary may still be applied to other countries and regions in the world. Moreover, global LULC data products become more and more available (Chen et al. 2015; Grekousis et al. 2015; Fritz et al. 2017). Our proposed approach can further be applied to creating an OSM-LULC dictionary based on other reference datasets.

In the future work, firstly, it is worth to validate our proposed approach by creating an OSM-LULC dictionary based on different study areas and reference datasets. Secondly, it may also be interesting to add some other measures (e.g., the average area percentage (AAP) for each pair of OSM tag and LULC class) in order to improve the performances of this dictionary for various applications.

### 7. CONCLUSION

This study proposed an approach to creating an OSM-LULC dictionary. The tenet of this approach was to involve multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets for the analysis. First of all, each pair of OSM and reference datasets were intersected and the most appropriate LULC class for each OSM tag was determined. Then, the four measures, i.e., sample count (SC), average area percentage (AAP), sample ratio (SR) and average maximum percentage (AMP), were designed and calculated based on multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets.

More precisely, a total of 50 pairs of OSM and reference datasets in pan-European metropolitan areas were chosen as study areas for creating an OSM-LULC dictionary. Finally, a number of 1409 different OSM tags were found and they were reclassified into five and 14 different LULC classes, respectively. Moreover, this dictionary was also analyzed with the four proposed measures. Results showed that:

Firstly, most OSM tags (>1,000) were only found in less than five study areas (SC<5). Moreover, only 37 of the 1409 OSM tags had a percentage of average area (AAP) larger than 0.1%. This indicates that a small proportion of OSM tags can play a decisive role.

Secondly, an OSM tag may correspond to multiple different LULC classes within a pair of OSM and reference datasets; The most appropriate LULC class for each OSM tag may also vary among different pairs of datasets. Thus, both the SR and AMP may also vary in different pairs of OSM tag and LULC class.

With the proposed dictionary, it is possible to understand the differences of different OSM tags and different pairs of OSM tag and LULC class. This is essential not only for producing LULC maps, but also for picking up training and/or validation data from an OSM dataset. Therefore, we concluded that it has benefits for creating an OSM-LULC dictionary based on multiple pairs of OSM and reference datasets.
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**APPENDIX**

The data that support the findings of this study are openly available Raw data in figshare at https://figshare.com/s/d269d020ad35f5220bf.